How Much Do You Know About the DNR and State Parks and Reservoirs?

1. How many different divisions does the DNR have?
a.12   b.22   c.35

2. Match the division with its role.
   a.Water   __Enforce fish, game and property regulations
   b.Public Information   __Manage any matching federal $$ DNR receives
   c.Historic Preservation   __Preserves unique areas; provides recreation
   d.State Parks & Reservoirs   __Oversees development of mined land
   e.Fish and Wildlife   __Oversees state dams and waterways
   f.Law Enforcement   __Protects/studies old buildings, cemeteries, etc.
   g.Grants and Internal Audit   __Advises forest owners; manages timber/forests
   h.Reclamation   __Establishes fish & game laws; studies flora/fauna
   i.Oil and Gas   __Produces Outdoor Indiana magazine, news releases
   j.Forestry   __Oversees drilling for oil and gas

3. Which of these is a career you can have in the DNR?
a.Human resources manager   h.Biologist
   b.Forester   i.Attorney
   c.Naturalist/interpreter   j.CEO (Division Director or Department Director)
   d.Accountant   k.Landscape architect
   e.Engineer   l.Computer programmer/specialist
   f.Graphic designer   m.Firefighter
   g.Writer   n.All of the above

4. State Parks and Reservoirs has how many visitors each year?
a.5 million   b.30 million   c.17 million

5. Which activity below is NOT available on a state park?
a.Fishing   e.Mountain biking
   b.Camping   f.Mushroom hunting
   c.Interpretive programs   g.Berry picking
   d.Hiking   h.Swimming (in summer)

6. Which activity below is NOT available at a reservoir?
a.Fishing   e.Mountain biking
   b.Camping   f.Hunting
   c.Interpretive programs   g.Mushroom hunting
   d.Hiking   h.ATV use

7. Match these numbers for State Parks and Reservoirs (note: numbers are approximate!)
a.2080   __Number of picnic tables
b.600   __Number of buildings we maintain
c.560   __Miles of hiking trails
d.69,000   __Acres of land we manage
e.176,800   __Acres of lakes
f.17,000   __Number of inn rooms
g.39,000   __Acres of public hunting land
h.7,000   __Number of campsites
8. Which of these is NOT a summer job available at a state park or reservoir?
   a. Lifeguard    f. Office clerk
   b. Interpreter    g. Cleaning crew
   c. Gate attendant    h. Security officer
   d. Summer laborer    i. Attorney

Answers
1-b
2 Water - oversees state dams and waterways
   Public Information - Produces Outdoor Indiana magazine, news releases
   Historic Preservation - Protects/studies old buildings, cemeteries, etc
   State Parks and Reservoirs - Preserves unique areas; provides recreation
   Fish and Wildlife - Establishes fish & game laws; studies flora/fauna
   Law Enforcement - Enforce fish, game and property regulations
   Grants and Internal Audit - Manage any matching federal $$ DNR receives
   Reclamation - Oversees development of mined land
   Oil and Gas - Oversees drilling for oil and gas
   Forestry - Advises forest owners; manages timber/forests

3-n
4-c
5-e (Mountain bikes are allowed on one trail at a state reservoir at Rousch Lake)
6-h (ATV’s are not allowed on trails at state parks or reservoirs)
7 2080 - Number of buildings we maintain
   b. 600 - Number of inn rooms
   c. 560 - Miles of hiking trails
   d. 69,000 - Acres of public hunting land
   e. 176,800 - Acres of land we manage
   f. 17,000 - Number of picnic tables
   g. 39,000 - Acres of lakes
   h. 7,000 - Number of campsites

8-i